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Key Consensus Building and Conflict Resolution Processes

Processes to guide individual participation
Participants should:

 Examine their own perceptual filters, biases, and triggers

 Clarify their personal needs �– substantive, procedural, and psychological

 Identify desired outcomes from the collaborative planning process

 Use active listening skills

 Assert their needs clearly

Procedures to guide meetings
Meetings should:

 Be held in a neutral location that is large enough to hold everyone comfortably and is available as long

as the planning group needs to meet

 Be held on dates and times that are mutually agreed upon

 Make the role of the facilitator in the process clear

 Create a psychological �“safe place�” through establishing ground rules for participant behavior

 Stick to a set agenda

Processes for addressing substantive issues

1. Conduct an in depth problem definition and analysis, including review of all relevant epidemiological
and scientific information as well as an exploration of different stakeholders�’ definition or �“frame�” for
the problem.

2. Review, compare, and �“reframe�” the problem to identify areas of agreement about the definition of
the problem. Participants will have varying interests and priorities related to different aspects of the
problem. Finding common ground can be used to develop criteria to rate proposed solutions.

3. Identify evidence based and practice based strategies to address different aspects of the problem.
Use smaller groups in joint fact finding and share reports with large group to review.

4. Generate several possible solutions to the problem. Use brainstorming techniques that defer
judgment and evaluation of ideas.

5. Clarify the criteria you will use for evaluating different options. What are the values different
stakeholders use to determine what makes a strategy a �“good solution?�” Evaluate costs and benefits
of different approaches as well as potential barriers to implementation.

6. Take time to refocus the effort on the underlying needs, interests, and concerns of participants in
conflict, particularly when participants are unable to find effective solutions on which they can all
agree. Talk about the feelings and differences in perception, and validate and affirm areas of
agreement that emerge. It can also be helpful to take a structured break to rethink.

7. Good solutions to problems emerge from mutually acceptable criteria being applied in a clear
decision making process. As you reach agreement, summarize these ideas in writing and restate them
back to each other to be sure that you have a clear record that accurately conveys what you are
intending to do and how you plan to do it.


